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Timothy Hyde

Corporate creativity catalyst & magician

Timothy Hyde is a corporate creativity catalyst and
magician who will help you spot opportunities for
business growth, unleash a torrent of great ideas using
the resources you already have and motivate your
people to tackle challenges head on.

With a background in innovative business,
entertainment and pizzazz as a professional magician,
his unique keynote presentations are informative,
empowering and inspiring.

As talented as he is flexible, many corporate clients use
Timothy Hyde to deliver powerful keynote addresses,
while others engage him to facilitate extended
workshops or as a professional, articulate and entertaining MC.

By injecting serious fun and total focus into every event, he inspires people to challenge their own
perceptions of what is possible as well as providing simple, practical tools to help achieve
immediate results.

Dramatic, fast paced, unique, sophisticated and thought provoking, Timothy uses psychology, body
language, unique insights into human behaviour and sleight of mind to accomplish his amazing
feats of psychological illusion. Creative thinking, innovation, problem solving and thinking beyond
“outside the square” are all explored and challenged.  Timothy’s presentations can be designed
specifically as entertainment, a keynote presentation, a workshop or blend.

Timothy Hyde speaks about:

As a conference opener, Timothy will enthuse and excite your audience, introducing the
conference themes and concepts in an entertaining way.  He is able to link products and services
into his mind-boggling routines, while as a closing speaker he is able to pull the group back
together and motivate them to take the lessons and skills learnt during the conference and put
them into practice.

As an MC, Timothy uses his skills as a trained magician and dynamic corporate communicator, to
transform your next event with his sophisticated mix of business savvy and entertainment pizzazz.

Timothy’s keynote or extended workshop, Thinking Like A Magician keynote presentation provides
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insight into how magicians think and demonstrates to the audience how to apply these simple
concepts to their own business and personal challenges.  Timothy shows audiences how to think
way beyond “outside the square” and increase your powers of problem solving and business
creativity.

As a magician, Tim will astound your audience as he uses body language, intuition, persuasion and
the irresistible foibles of human behaviour.

With over twenty years experience, for a unique after dinner show, conference opener or closer,
consider Timothy Hyde is Australia’s Magician of the Mind.

Client testimonials

“ The presentation was nothing short of brilliant. To be able to weave your skills and portray to
our management and staff that Austral Bricks is a magic company - and that we as a team can
produce magic service second to none, reinforced the objectives of our conference.

- Austral Bricks

“ We appreciated your sense of humour, your obvious mastery of illusions and mind reading and
the skilful way you were able to use our business themes and goals in your act. You certainly
amazed a lot of people.

- Getronics (Australia) Pty Ltd

“ Your presentation intrigued and captivated our audience as well as providing a lot of laughs.
You displayed true professionalism by adapting your content as required.

- Australian Retailers Association

“ We were very pleased with the outcome of Timothy's efforts last night. I was able to relax and
enjoy the night after I finally handed over the reigns when Tim arrived at the venue. We
received compliments all round regarding the evening as a whole which was our intent and I
believe that unless their is some pace and fluid transition between speakers the evening can
fall flat. This certainly wasn't the case and Timothy was able to orchestrate all the speakers
and have the audience eating out of his hand.

- DS, Hydraulics Association
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